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a wing having three
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The model wa6 b-i4ilt

~d tested in the Folytectic Institute of Broo~~ Aeronautical
Le.horatoriesand the ‘tif~ctions and str~ng mess-med were com~ed
with calculated.values. The ag~”eementwas found to be satisfactory,

INTRODUCTION

Way modern airplane.wings are built h th two Bpara rather than ac-
cording t~ the true monocoque principle. Spars are provided because-We
full utilization for load-carrying -purposesof the skin ma i te rein-
forcements is not possible when there are many cutouts for retracting ““
landing gear, wing tanks~ armament, and so forth near the root. The
calculation Or the interaction between the spars is a difficult task if
the rigorous metho~ of tie theory of elasticity are used, To dimegar~
it, however, is wasteful since the ribs and %he skin yrovide a compara-
tive ly strong elastic ccnnec-kionbetween the sws which relieves the
more hi@ly loaded sw .at the ex~eme of the less highly loaded onej ‘--
The interaction between the spars of fabric-covered wooden wtngs was
investigated by many authors. The esrliest attempt ap~ears to liecon=

-...T...=—

tained in a paper by L. Ballenstedt \re;erence 1) published in 1918,
while in the hte twenties Th. von Karmants group at Aachen developed
=d verified a rigorous and comparatively simple method of calculation
(references 2 and 3). In England, D. Williams and E. Roxbee Cox worked
out an interesting solution in 1933 (reference 4) . All these ja~ers
dealt tith wi~ st~ct~es ~thout a load+~~i~ skin since at the
time of Weir ~blication stressed–skin wiqs Wre seldom if ever Wed.
However, in 1935 pafi K* showed that tie ~rietiichs-= equations
c8n also be applied.to.tie titeraction p~~~m of tie more modern types

of wing ~ (reference ~). More recently, a tiOoretical solution was given
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by W. J. Goodey, wbo used strain-energymethods in his
erence 6).
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analysls (ref-

The writers believe that there ie a nsed for a proce&e which can
take into account variable cross sections, etresse~ skin, and cut-
outs, and,at the same time is Almple enough to be used by litt-le-trainecl
Fersonnel. It appears that-the P133A.Lmethod developed in reference. 7

for the calculation of the stresses in reinforced flat SZL3curved panels,
ring5 and frsmcs, and relmforced monocoque cylinders is well suited for
the solution of tie interaction problem with an accuracy sufficient for”
engineering ~ur-poses. It $s based on the Southwell relaxa.tlonmethod
(reference 8). ‘I’Mstructure is assumed to be composed of sevez%l beam
elemmta havi~ bend.i~~,shearing, and torsional rigidity determined
from the geo~try of the wing structure ad. the mechanical properties of–
its materiale of construction. The forces and mommts c~reepon~~ to

~.

~re~cr~~ed d~.spla~~nts &’ we end p~i~t~ Of the@e-”slemnts are deter-
mined, and the con&Ltions of equilibrium at these points are expressed P
in tenm of the displacements. The result is a eystem of linear equa-
tion% which in the present report is solved by matrix methOdS. fi tie
Southwell Wthod a solution is obtained by a systematic procedure of
step-by-step approximations. The Golution yields the &Lsplacements at
the end points of the elements from which the stresses in any p.rt of
the structure can lyeeasily calculated.

The results of the calculations were checked by experiments carried
out with a model of a two-spar wing under various conditions of 10adi~
and end fixation. The agreement was found to be satisfactory.

The authors are much indebted ta Dr. Bruno A. Boley andMr.
Bertrem Klein f’ortheir advice and help duYlng the construction and”
testing of the specimen and In the cal.culatione,to Edo Aircraft
Corporation, and to Mr. R. Ries of Edo A3rcraft Ccn?porationfor CO*
tributim the fomned rib flamed. The investigation was sponsored by
and cond;cted with the financ~al assistance of–the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics.
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SYMBOLS

area of upper

—

or lower flange

area of compression

cross-sectional

cross-sectional

a&ea,included by the thin wall of a

cross-sectional area of uprights, of tension f3=ge

flange

closed section
.

,
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AB; EL%,BB,
33, 35, etc.

b

d

E

fB

fc

fc1

f
co

‘t

%=

%.

G

h

area of cross section of an interspar element

subscr3@13used with influence coefficients, in which the
%irSt kt’kr or number refers to the Feint at which
the force or momnt exerted upon the bar is acting
and the second to the potnt at which the displacement
or rotation occurs

.-

-wall.thickness

deflectioriat end of beam element; distance between s=
uyrights (web stiffeners)

Young~s

bending

maximum

modulus

stress in curved sheet of front spar

nomal stress in element 3—5 at its midpoint

normal stress in ccqressi.on flange due to f~

normal stress In compression flsmge of front spar
element due to bending resultimg from T and P1

normal stress in compression flsmge due to
resulting from T

shear stress in curved sheet of front spar

bendi~.

element

normal stress in tension flange due to ‘w-t

no-l stress in tension flange of front spar element
due to bending reatiting from T

normal stress h tension flsnge due
frcm T

compressive stress in the uprights

tensile stress in the web parallel
wrinkles

shear modulus

distance between centroids of spar

— ——

to bending resulting

to tie direction of

.2.

Flanges
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tital length of uyright8 in a spar element
?

moment of inertia

moment of inertia
spar

mo~llt of inei’tla

momOnt of imertia
at dietance x

moment of inertia

03?cuxvea sheet and flanges of front -

of interspar element at frent spar web

of interspar element hetween spar webs
forward of rear spar

of interspai elemen~ between web and
shear center of frent Sp-u, at Us tance
shear center “

constant used in equations (9)

length of beam elemsnt

rotation at end of beem

inf’luenoecoefficients

element

end moment acting on beam element; bending
section of front spar element due to T

bending mment at the midpoint of,element

moment acting on element

influence coefficient

rotations at ends of beam

xl aft of k-

a

moment at any
and T1

3-5

3-5 at doint 3

—
elements

er.il moments

total vertical load at

perimeter of the cross
between the web ‘and

vertical load taken by
eIement

end.of ~ront spar beam elemnt

section of an interspa,relement
shmr center Gf front spar

curved sheet of front spar beam
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rk

r’x

Q

R.E.S.l,

R.H.S.m

-t
G

t, tl, ta, t~,

t t5, t64>

“ ‘total

ucurved sheet

‘flanges

‘upri&hts

‘web ,

v

v

fx, x

vertical load on element 3-5 at Joint 3

perimeter of the croes section of an interspar elemsnt
between spar webs, at dlsterme x fo.rwaniof rear
qlazz

static ~~nt of ~wa used in shear-stress formula
fs = PQ/It

rlgh&hen& sides of equations of equilibrium, in which.
the sub~criyts refer to the contition of loading and
end fixation .

perktric coordinate

web thiclmess
,

rotations at enti”“ofbeti el”6”iuents

influence coefficients “ .. —

end moments .-.
..-J, .._.m_

total strain energy in a beam element

strain energy in

strain energy in

strain energy in

strain energy in

curved.sheet of frcmt S- elemmt “

flanges of front spar element

uyrights of frent spar ele~nt
.— -

flat web of front qar element

vertical dis@.acement . --r..

influence coefficients

shear force; volume . — ——_

-.

.,

.-

.— —;

horizontal coordinates , . . ., .,—
..——_ _.

,.
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Y vertical coordinate

Y) YIIY21 Y3)

Y4) Y5) Y.g vertical displacements

~, ~ Influence coefficients

YJ ~x3 ~2> ~3)
.

Y4, Y=, Ye shear forces

.
a angle of folds of spar webs
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0, 4 angular coordinates

(D rotation

METHOD OF ANAZLSIS

Figure 1 shows the wing structure &at was analyzed and.tested, ad
figures 2 and 3 are photographs of the wing on the test stand. For puE
poees of the analysis the actual structure was replaced by the assembly
of bars shown in figure 4. The boxes consisting of two adjacent ribs,
as well as the wing covering between them in the actual structure, are
replaced in this figure by bars 1-2,. ~--k, and %. These bars are
located at the chordwise center lines of the boxes and extend from the
shear center of the D-shape front spar to the plane of the web of the
rear spar, The spar elements extend sparndse from the center of one
box ‘to the center of the adjacent box and are located at the locus of--
the shear center of the front spar and at the web of the rear spar.

Each element is isolated and its ends are alternately assured to
be rigidly fixed. Calculations are then made of the forces and mcmmts
acting on the element at its free and fixed ends necessary to cause a
unit vertical.displacenwnt without rotation or twist, a unit rotition
in the plane of benting without vertical Usplacement or twist, and a
unit twist without displacement or rotation in the plane of bending.
These forces and moments at the ends of the elements are termed “influ-
ence coefficients.”

Because of the principle of superposition, the sum of the products
of the influence coefficients and the corresponding vertical and angular
displacementsmust equal the external load on the structure at any one
point. As many such equations mqy be written ae there are unknown dis-
placements. The matrix of the constant coefficients of the displacement

.

.

I
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quantities in these equations in their final form is know as the -“op-
wat~-~:s ~ble,~’!;;,,% solut.$m & :Cthese“simultanetisequations gives the

‘“ dif3@aceqeuts ,at~$he ends ,of the ass@%t’ eldments:’.fo~the ‘give~load
““‘“““‘‘C’dndition. m. .tllesedisplacements -d” ‘&e ~iliflfienckcoefficiente the
. . at~skes at any point of,the structuke && “be’‘calcti,a’ted. :.—
..~... . . .....

.“
In tb.ecalculation of the influence coefficients the spar elenwnts

were first assumed to have she~-resid.ant webs. ConsequerQv, the nm--
ment of inertia of the re~. s~. section was computed considering the
four flange angles and the entire section of the web as ftily”effective
in beading. In the frent spar the semicircular leading-edge skin was
aleo included in the effecti& cross--sectioul aree. Solution of thO
yeSllltingequatlons gave s~ller deflectf.onsfor tie frent spar than
those.observed in the experiments, while in thq case ,ofthe re~.,qya? ““-‘“-
the.Wreeiint was satisfacto.v.. For thtg:yeag&””’@e ~~c~a~ions ,m?e --‘“ ““

o~semw.d in “the.;*sltappeared .tosubtend apptioxifitklythi6‘&@e., Cal—
“Ctiat’10n&s’h”ovedlittle effect of this an@e on the displacements. ThiS
assumption resfited in good agreement between calculated,@i ~bsemed
,~flqcti.ongin the case.of the front s’piir,’%ut in s@&tW g.xa~gerat~d
cfipui~~”a.,&~”i&ttOns .in ‘th6c“aseof U@ &cc’ “@@S.= It”“@igh~~e ~+

,’ ~ti&@3-, heq:,the$ me agreement betweeticeZculat&l and m“asur?,dstrelns
. was generally better thsn that between calculated.and obbemed deflec—

tions. ----

..; In the calculation of the”tfilubnce coefficients of the intersw
elements, namely, the boxes connecting the frent spar with the rear
spar, the variation in the height of @e cross section was duly consid-... .
ered. ‘t,,., — -.

,,
. ..- .,:, ,.”..

,., ... .’.
. . .. . . . . . . .-

.,,.. c-~io~.o~= I~~~cE cotitm~ “‘ ‘“,
,.-Y-

.. ..- .:. .j..“ ... ...
!., ,,, C.:’ V-.”:” .... .c ~....-. “+

... . :.” . .
,.. . . .

, tJpQn .the.’be,&-of;figuri 5 a shear force “”V “tid ‘“&n‘endmoiie:n~.&
are skiz@g. $$ is.kp.ownthat the displac~nt’ v * the.rotatio~, m
,at thp en~ c% be ~alculated frcm the fo~o~ng fo~5:.. . .,.... ., ., ...’ .,.-. ., .,- .. . .. . .--’..:.,.’...,.,....’

,.. ,...v,=:,(1/3)vL3/E; + (1/2}~2@ ‘ ‘‘“’:’,:-::;\l)

m = (1/2)VL2/EI + ML/EI (2)

As was stated earlier, in the Southwell -d in the ~1~ ~tho*
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only one displacement quantity at a time is C0nf9id0reaclifferent from
zero. For instance, it ~ be stipulated that the free end be displaced
a unit distance in the vertical direction (downward) whila the rotation
Is prevented by the constraints, Then with v = 1 and m = O egua-
tions (1) and (z!)can be solved for M and. V:

M s -@I/L= (3)

These equtions can be interpreted as expressing the ValUOs of the _
ment M and the force Y exerted by the constraints upon the free end
of the bar when this e~d is displaced downward and is prevented from
rotating. By the defhitim given eerlier, these are influence coeffi=..
cients,

The influence coefficients correspondl~ to a unit rotation and
zero vertical displacement mm be obtained in a similar mnner, ii? in

equations (1) and (2) v is set equal to zero and m equal to unity.
The solution is

v s -6EI/L2 (6)

Influence coefficients are @signate& by two lowez=case letters
connected by an arc. The first letter refers to the force (or momsnt)
exerted upon the bar, the second to the displacement (or rotation) that
caused it; consequently, ~ is the moment caused by a unit vertical
displacement, while ?? 3s the force caused by a unit vertical dis-
placement. In order to f~dicate the poiuts at which the force i.EJaot-
ing and the displacement $s taking place, two subscript~ are used, The
first subscript refers to the first lowewase letter in the symbol for
the influence coefficient, and the second subscript to the second let-
ter. Wi.tJIthis conventlcm equations (3) to (6) may be written in the
form



.
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(7)

It may be notdd that ~BB = ~B) which equality is a consequence of

lflexwe12ts recipocal theorem.

The forces and momenta exerted upon the fixed.end
figure 7 as rigid end reactions can %0 calculated from
of static equi.llbrium. They can be expressed with the

as fOllo’lm:

‘WBB = -12EI/L=

[

= !Z3S/L%A .

-% = 6@’2

of the beam of
the requirements
aid.of the

“(8)

The sign convention used in these equations considers as yositive down-
ward forces emd displacements as we11 aa counterclockwise moments and
rotationa. —-

As is well known, equationa (1) and (2) are valid only for beam
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of constant moment of inertia. When the moment of inertia varies, as h
the interspar membere, the deflections ad rotations must be obtained w
integration. Numerical examples are given in appendix A. The tcrsio=fi
rigidity of the rear spar is small because of the nature of the cons_-
tion. Advantage was taken of this fact in the calculation of the
influence coefficients by assuming this torsional rigi&Lty equal to zero.
Accordingly, the rear spar canmot exert any end moments upon the fntefi
spar members, so that it becoms unnecesea.ryto consider the effect of-a
prescribed rotation at the rear spe.rin a vertical plane containing the
interspar member. When the vertical dls@acement of the Intirsp mere
ber is prescribed at its end at the rear syar, the rmmber deflects as a
cantilever with a concentrated load at its free end. When a vertical
displacement or a rotation is stipulated at its front spar endj its rear
spar end is consibred as simply sup~rtsd.

In appendix B influence coefficients of Wegner beams
using strain-energymethods. Vith the notation of figure
are:

.

me develcped
6 the remdtm

.

&j =

t-z =

-e

y% = E/[ (L2/Ah2) - (K/L) ]

2X/(K - Ls/Ah2)

(AEh=/2)[(l/L)- Ls/(Ls - h2AK)]

where

K = (8L/ht sin22d) + (4L3/~h2) + (L cot%/A)

+ (2d2 tan2a/h2A~)~hl
d

where A is the upper flenge area, equal to that of the
this case. The influence coefficients at the fixed end
lated from the following equations:

(9a)

(9b)”

lower f-e in
can be calcu-

.

.

F,.
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-
The expres9ion9 for tYBB) s~, em,

~a ..yn.B_..___
am given in eqti-

tione (9). The influence coefficient@ of a W.stad thin-walled bar can
be calculated f~’omBredtts formula .

*

TL ~ (dS/b)

t .-
J

.
= (u)

~G ‘“

where t is the relative an@e of twist between the two ends of the bar
and T ie the torque. The integration must be carried.out aro~nd the
entire perimeter. Set-ttq t = 1 ti sol’vi~ for T yields

. .

4A: G
T =%. =

P
L # (ds/b)

..
..

It is easy to see that the”influence coefficients for the fixed and free
ends differ only in sign. When the cross section va.ri.esjthe influence
coeffi.cientsmust be obtained by integration. For the Interspar members
this was done in appendix C. In view of the assumption ‘&at the torsion-
al rigidity of the rear spar is zero, it is unnecessary to calculate”
influence coefficients corresponding to torsion of the rear spar.

The calculation of the influence coefficients of the kshape front
s~ar under shear force and bending moment leads to some complications .
when the flat web develops diagonal tension.

..
Obviously, @rt of tie’ .:

shear force is transmitted by the diagonal-tension field and the rest by
the curved leadingadgs coverirg. The leacling~dg e.coverir+~d not . .:
develop wrinkles in the experiments. The normal stress is c~rletl%y
the flanges and the curved sheet. The distribution of the shear force
between the two elements was detercxtnedwith the aid of Castigliano!s
second theorem. Of the total shear force P the part taken by +&e flat
web was P -PI. The total strain ener~ stored in curved sheet, -
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flanges, web, and uprights, was calculated and Its differential coeffi-
cient with resyect to PL wea 6et equal to zero. This yieJ.doden
expression for F1 in terms of the load P, the end mcment T, and
the geometric and mechanical properties of the structure.

Substitution Of P1 in the expression for the total strain energy
and differentiationwith respect to 2 and T led to the end deflec-
tion and the end rotation, respectively, by virtue of Castigl:ano1i3
first theorem. The influence coefficients could theu be calculated as
was done in the case of the beam with shea~-reslatantweb. Details Cf
the calculations are given in appentix D. Numez.gicelVSA.M8 of the i~
fluence coefficients are collected in tables I to 111.

THE OPERATIONSTABm

In the operations table are listed the forces and mcments exerted.
u~on each of the joints of the structure as a result of linear and
angular displacemxrts at the Jointe. The symbols used to denote forces,
moments as well as linear end angular displacements, and the sign con—
vention adopted, are shown in K@ure “1.

In order to e.xplainhow the entries in this table are calculated,
let it be assumed that a pesitive unit rotation in the t-direction is
undertaken at Joint 3. (see fig. 8,) For con~enience the unit chosen
is 10-4 radian. The effect of’this rotation upon aLl the Joints cf the
structure must next be determined. However, es was stated e=lier,
whenever a displacement is undertaken, all the other possible displace-
ments of the structure are as6umed to be zero. In otlmrwords, the far
ends of the members joined at 3 are considered to be rigidly fixed: The
effect of a rotation at joint 3 is felt, therefore, only in members
1-3, 3-4, and 3–5.

.

It is apparent that the rotation stipulated will cause torsion in
element 3-4. The moment that must be exerted upon this ele?mnt to
cause the prescribed rotation is the influence coefficient ~ shown

in figure 8. In addition, moments ~%s are =ded to rotate elements

1-3 and 3+ so that altogether a mment- equal to 2~t33 + et 1% re-

quired. If the properties of bars 1-3 and 3-5 were not the same,

the moment ~~~ required to rotate each bar would”be different. Th18

is the case at joint 5, since tho length of element 3-5 is 24 inches
while that of element >7 is 12 inches. AS may be seen frcm figure 8
the vertical forces that must act upon elements 1-3 and 3-5 at

.

joint 3 are equal inma.gnituti and opposite in sense. They add up to a
.
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zero resultant force. The forces and moments needed at the far en~s of
the elemmts are also indicated in figure 8. The numerical vaiues of
all these influence coefficients are listed in tables I and 23’1.

The opemtions table corresponding to the assumption of she-
resistant spar webs is presented as table ,TV. Each of its.cohmns
ccntalns the forces end momsnts at all the Joints of the structure

“—

corresponding to the displaceme~ltindicated at the top of the column.
The location and the nature of tie force (whether a force, a moment in
the n-direction, or a mment in the t~rection) are shown at the
Ieft end of each row. In we operations table are listed the reacticns
of the forces and momnts which act upon the barB. Eence the entries
in the operations table are the quant~.tiescalculated earlier multi~lied
by -1. Tm other words, the operations table contains the forces and
moments exerted by the bars upon the assumed geo~tric constraints (the
Joints).

In the column headed .% the entries i.nthe first five rows are

zeros. This corre~ponds to the fact that a rotation in the t-direction
at ~oint 3 has no effect upon ~otit 2 Woauae of the assumption of rigid
end fixation at the far ends of the bars. (See figs. 4 srid8.) More-
over, t~ does not introduce a vertical force or a mcment in the

n-direction at ~oint 4. The next Item is T4, which is eqtil-”to

112.86~0 inch-pounds Wen the webs are assumed to be shear resistant.
The positive sign corresponds to the sign convention of figure-7 and to
the fact that the operations table contains the forces and moments ex-

—

ertid upon the joints (or constraints). Eight digits are given, since
little additional work is involved in keeping a large nunber of digits
when a calculating machine is used and since it it desirable to have a
great accuracy for checking yurposes. .

The next three ro-wsrefer to the effect of t~ upon Joint 6. ~ee
zeros are listed since % does not effect $oint 6. At joint 3, T~
is eqyd to -(2~~. + ~), as was explained earlier. The numerical ‘---”’-.-
value is -k07’.4258Oinch-pounds, w?~ichcan be-,checkedeasily .tiththe
aid of tables I and 111. Again; aa in this eutire discussion of table
IV, the numerical values are those corresponding to sheafiresistant
webs. In row 11 a zero is entered became the vertical.forces at joint
3 cancel, as was shown in the discussion of figure 8. In rows 12 to 15
are entered the influence coefficients for the fixet ends 1 and 5 mul- .
tiplied.by -1.

The entries in the other columns of the operations table are ob-
tained in a simi~ manner. In addition to the operations table prop&r
the s~alled right-hand-s~de members ecrealso listed in table IV.
These represent the applted forces @moments act$ng on each of the .
Joints.
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In the cajlculat.ions,as well as jn th& exyer!ments, four ccndit!.orm ,

of ,endfixakion and lmdi~ were cXr@dered. TheF are:

Condition 1.- Both spars are rigidly fixed.to tie test r~g at their.——
ends (joints 7 and 8 in fig. 4) and a 500-pound load 1s acti~~ domward
on the rear s’par5 inches.outhoa.rdof $oint 1. ‘I!husjfor this coditicn
the external vertic~ load on joint 1 is 500 pounds end the external
moment in the t-direction is 25C0 inch-pounds. The loeiisat all thg
other joints are zero. The operations tatle corresporilhg to thes9 end
conditions i8 prosented in table IV, and tileexternal loads are shown
in the colvmn heawd” -R&I.Sil. J

.~.. *-. .. . -.: -...=

condition II,- The end fixation is the same as in c.ondition 1.. A—. .
50@pa’md load is actirg d.o~rnw~d on the rear spar at Joint 3. Eence .-

the external load “at3 ts 500 pmnds, whi1s the external moment at 3,
as weli as the external loade at all the o~aer joints, is zero. The
operalaons table is conta~nsd in table i~ and the external loads are *

listed in the column hea&d -R,3.S.11.

Condition 111.- The frent spar is rigidly fixed at-join~ 6 as be-

fore,—b~t-the attachmnt of”the “rearspar to tie test rig “at Joint 7 ~;
removed. The operations takle is, of course, modified because of thl~
change in the end conditlons, but only the operations Involving a ver-
tical dlsplacernenty= and-a ‘rotation t~ at--joint 5 are affected. The

..

quantities listed in table IV in the rows designated Tg and Y5 a6

we12 as In the columns headed t~ and y~ muet be replaced by the fol-

lowing entries:

t5 Y5

T= -260.145798 --9. 2orwo

Y5 -9. 205G0 -3. ow3g33

The loadlng terms are the same as in condition 1.

Condition IV.- !Theend fixation is the same as in condition 111 an3
the loading is the same as in condition II.

.
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Table TV rqwesents 2
equations with 15 urkcmwns
example, row 1 can be read

15

sets of equaticns each containing 15 linear
corresponding to conditims 1.and II. For
a~ follaws:

-’1325.907732n2 -54. 5600r(2y=+ 39.926835nA+ 54.560Q7~l = o (13)

Row 1.3represents the follwi~ equation if condition I (corresTondtng
to R.B.S:l) is considered:

54.560072n2 + 2m31481.y=+ g.20~oot= + o.767c833y3

.

i- g.20500t~ -3.0818933y~ = –~oa ‘ (14)

. ,’

The oprations tabie based on the assumption of fully developed.
tension diagonal field.action is presented as table V. It was con-
structed iu exactly the same manner as table IV, taking, however,”from
tables I and III the influence coefficients correspondi~ to Wagner
beams.

The systems oflinear equations were solved by matr2x methods. OfLthese,
Croutts procedure aypemrs to be most advantageous (reference 9). The
displacement quantities obtained by solving the systans of linear equa-
tions are listed.in tables VI and VII for both assumptions of spar-web
action.

CALCULATION OF TEE STRESSES

When the M.splacemenlm and rotations are lmown at each joint, the
forces and moments exerted upon the bars at the Joints can be calculated
easi~ with the aid of the imfluence coefficients. The shear force,the
bending moment, end the torque at my point along the elenmnt can then

be determined.without difficulty from the laws of statics.

As an example, the normal stress will be computed in ,$heflange at
the midpoint of element 3-5 for condition I on the assumption of
shear-resistantwebs. The displacement quantities needed are taken
from table VI:.

.

,. . .



5= = 0.39023 inch

Y5 = 0.054731 inch

t= = 0.015918 radim

%5 = 0.0078959 radian

NACA TN No. 1324

The influence coefficients of.element

yy= = 7670.8 p~~as

Y-%33= -92,050 p0U12dS

3-5 are rew~’ittenfrom table I:

per inch

per radian

%%Ca= 1J472,800 inch~ounds per &dian

rY35 = --767o.8pounds -perinch

& = -92,050 pounds per radian

R ~5 = 736,400 inch

The shear force on element 3-5 at

youids per ratian

Joint 3 is:

P~ =“Y3(Y33J + %JY-t33) + Y5(Y735) +

The moment acting upon the element at Joint’s is:

b~= -
n

t~(tt~=) + y~(ty~~)

Substitution of the numerical values

n

‘+tJtts~) i-

yi.elds:

r

%(Y~35)

Y5(&5)

i
1

I

—.
.

.

(16)

—

.

.
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pa = 381 pounds

M= = –M24 inoh-poumis

Consaqucnt~v, the bending mcmmt MB at the midpoint of element 3-5
3s: -—. -.

~=381xg- 1624 = 2954 inoh-pmnas

since the mcmientof inertia of the rear spar is 0.8416
web is conside~’edfully effecti.ve,the rmxinnuastress
is:

f~ = 2( 2934 )/(0.4208) = 7020 YEi

IiESCRXPTION01’TEE IXPERTMENTS

In order to verify the theo~, the aluminum-alloy

inch4 when the

‘B
in the flange

model of a wing
shown in figure 1 ma desi~ed, ccmstructed, and tested. The wing ccu&
prised “twoSpax-s,each having a thin-sheet web ad. fow single-section
flanges formed on a bending brake. TM curved leading-edge covering was “-
attached to the flanges of tie front spar so as to form a D-shape con-
struction. The webs were stiffened by means of uprights riveted.to them.
Every third upri@t was part of a ~ng rib and was attached to me spar
flsmges as w611 as to the web. Tension diagoc@s dgveloped in the web
under comparatively low loads, probably because the stiffening effect &
the shorter uprights was slight.

The curved Portiom of.the f%,hges of the ribs”were manui-actumd cn
a hydraullc prese and were obtained through the court&sy of Edo Aircraft”
Corporation. The rib webs as well as the upper e bwer- cover plates _
of the wing were also stiffened%y light angie sections which, however,

.—

seemed to be sufficiently rigid to prevent buckling. At least no waves~’
diagonals, or wrinkles could be ob~emed in the webs .ofthe ribs ~d ~
the cover plates during the experiments. ._, —.

Three of the s~aces between ad~acent ribs were covered with skin,
while the other three were left open to simulate cutouts. To the en@ ~
of the spars heavy machined steel fitthgs were riveted in order to ~“
vide attachents to the test rig etrong enough to represent rigid en$ .
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1

fixation. Of Ii@ two end at+~hments the one at the front sgar was a3.- .

ways bolted to the test rig, w%lle the one at the rear spar was bolted in
test conditions I and II, sriifree in conditions 111 and IV.

Details of the construe+.ionand test arrangement-may be seen In tlw
photographs in figures 2 and.3, In mder to provide for a suitabl~ a=
plic.ationof the concentratefi,ioe,ds,steel channels were riveted to both
sides of the sya3*at locatzons corresponding to $oint 3 and tu a point
5 inches outboard of joint 1. (See fig. 4.) The external.loa~e were
applied to the steel chennels by pla~~ng weights into a frame suspefidsd
from fittings attached.to them.

Strains were mastlred by ~~H of B&l.&tinSoutkWk SI@$ type A-1
metalectric strain gages cemm,ted in pairs to the aft flanges (up~r
and lo-wnr)of the front sper and the”foywa.rdflangos of the rear spar.
Gages were locatod at the cutofit!ections of”the w- at”points A, B,

8-

C, D, H, and F in figure 4. 1!0 pairs of gages were ccmn6cted In
series in order to obtain the average va2.ueof tk.enorml strain in each
flange. .h SW 4 control box was used for measurl~ the strain, and a

.

brass plug and %pered socket arra~;e~rrb was employed for switching.
The acmracy of the strain measurements was chocked by tast~ made with
a cantilever be= to which pirs of &a@s were cemented. The maximum
error in strain was found tm be about .i10X 104.

The absolute values cf the strains measured in upper and. lower

fl~es at the eam locatic-cwere found to be ve~~ “muchthe same. As m
exsmple~ the straine observed in the rear spar in loading condition I
are shown in figure 9. Fignre LO demonstrates that the variation with
load of tie average absolutm value of the Etrain at any location was
lima . Similarly, the deflections increased proportionally to the
loads, as may be seen in fi~ure 11.

.—-

l?hedeflections were moaewed at pcints 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
(fig, h) by means of Ames dial gages placed on a sturdy steel ~rame
rigidly attached to the test rig.

COMPARISONOF ‘I!BERFsums OF ImzEKIw m THECRY

The.final results of the experiments are presented in figures 12 to
19, which contain the mperimsntal. curves of deflection and strain for .
the four conditions of loading. The values obtained by calculation are
also shown in the s- figures reduced to correspond to a load of 150
pounds in order to facilitate comparison with the experimental results.
From such a comparison the following conclusions can be drawn:

.

.

m
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Calculated strains ~ree well with the
spars in all the four conditions of loading

19

experimental.values for both
when diagonal-tension action

Is aswmed in the spar webs. The only cas~ inwhich-thezw is qpre-
ciable dig~-~~~~t 2s the strain in the rear sAparfor condition TV.
Howeverp in this case the strains ~W very sn&ll (at the point of greab
est devtation 13 X 104 corresponding to about 13&pf3i stress) and
consequerltlyherd to measure end unimportant for engineering purposes.
When the webs are assumed to he shear resistant, the agreement is less
satisfactory for the front spar and not much different from that ob-
tained by the diagonal-tension ass~tton in the case of the rear spar.

As far as deflections are concerned, the diagonal-tension ass-
tion gives good agreenent for the front spar but not quite so good
agreement for the rear spar for all conditions of loating. The she-.
resistant-web assumption is better for the rear spar and less satisfac-
tory for the front spar.

. .

CONCIXX31CNS

The calculation of the strains in and the deflections of the spars
of stressed~kin-type %-ingshaving cutouts can be carried out with a
reasonable amcnmt of work if the PIBAL method is used. Mmst of this
work may he done by little-tratned Tersonnel. Time ~ be saved if use
is made of the formulas developed in this report for the influence co-
efficients. Experi~nts @th amcdel wing gave satisfactcmy agreemsnt
with the theory for four different conditions of loading and end fixa-
tion.

Polytechnic Institute of Brook&n,
Brooklyn, R. Y., August 23, Ig46. .-
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.h21?EMDIXA 1.

i
DMliiEXX!XONSAl~ ROI!ATIONSOF REAM 3XJJMEJjTWITH V-JJJ MOMJJNT03?lYZER!lIA

In calcul..ati~the vertical disylacemant at the aft end of the i.n-
tersyar element fcm a unit load at this end.,the variable moment of
inertia of the element (rib
the ree.z”spe.rand the front

Ix . c).oo~l&s

flanges, z’ibwei, wing covering) between
spar webs was calculated to be

+ 0.00624x2 + 0.2400x -I.2$IJ+16 (Al)
-.

.
where x is measural f’romthe rear epar. In the snalysis based upon
the assumption of shea~resist&~t s~~’ Webs, the moment of i.mrtia was
assuwd to vary hyperbolically between the front spar web and the shear
center of’t?aoD-section} being irfinite a-tthe latter point, and may %e
written as -.

Ixf = 3 ● m+ ‘

where X1 is measured from the shea- center; 3.57 inches is the dis-
tance between the skear center and the front spar web, and IF is the
moment of inertia of the intersgar element at the front syr wel.

By making use of the unit-load method, the total displacement at
the aft end for unit load at this end is expressed by

20 9.57
n. n

d.@ 1 X2 dx/Ix + (1/3 .571@) j X1(23.57 - X~)2 &cs (A2)
o 0

Tbe first integration was performed numerically by
ia explained in reference 10. The numerical value
placment is

Simpsonrs rule,
of the vertical

which
&l.s-

(3.=43.20 X 104 in./unit load
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To calcula‘k the yotaiion at the freward end due to a unit mor&nt
in a vertical plane containizzgthe intersyar elemsnt, the unit-load
methud.is again employed. For the assumytims of sheabresistant spar
webs and zero.torsiohal.rigidity of the war spar,

.

23.57
n

CD . ~/”E /( 1- xt/23.57)2 dxf/Ix ,

3.57
3.57

-o

(A3)

where u is the angle of rotation at the front’spar in radians. The
numerical TalLEli.s

CD=0.07776 x ~o- radian /unit moment

It may be mentioriidhere that in the ana?.ysisfor the assumption of
W~~e~ beam action the interspar elements were assumed to have infinite
rigidity between the front spar wet and the shear center of the front
Spex.

Because of the assumption of no torsimal rigidity for the rear
spar, for a t~plcal interspar element 3-4 the influence coefficients

influence coefficients ~ be obtained from tinevalues of d and m
with the aid of fornnu“as (A}+).

y733 . _~43 .“y-y44 = -GS4 = l/d

~34 = 343 = –23. !57/d J
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AJmmDn B .

WAGNER W1 INIHJENCE COEFFICIENTS
i

The total strain energy in the Wagner beam spar elenmnt shown In
I

.flgure 6 may be exyressed as
.

L

i-
r

(fc + fco)2Ac &+ f;A~ Zhl
1

0

where t is the web thickness. It may be stated that

fvfi= 2Y/(ht sin 2a)

‘t = (Y/J@ [(x/h) - (1/2) cot a]
*

.
lC = -(Y/Ac)[(x/h) + (1/2) cot a]

fv =Yd talla/(hA~)

ft = T/(Ath)
o

f = =/(Ach)
co

The expressions for f~~ ft) fc)

‘of tension fl.eldwebs developed by

.

(Bl)

-.

(B2)

.

and fv are derived in the theory

E. Wagner and summarized by .

r
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J2a.ulKlhn in rei-e~ence11. In the expression for fv: d is the U stanc8
bek-een uprights.

On substituting these expressions in equation (ii) and.inte~ting,
the to’%1 strain ener~ becomes

u=

In this equation

1
[

kY2L + 2L~ + IX2 cot2a + 2Y’IZ2— —— —
m ht sin22a 3Ah2 2A Ah2

+2T2L+Yzd2 tzi.n2aZh—.

Ah2 A~h2 ‘1

A = Ac = %“

Castinlieno~s first theorem the martial derivative of”

[B3)
—

U witi respect to Y ~ields the total vertical displacement d. due
tO Y and T. and ‘themrtial derivative of U with respect to T
yields the tokl. rotatic~ tdueto Yand T,d and E-
ured ab the iree end of the element.

being meas-

&J_d = (1/!2E)[_ EEx .+ 4LsY+,~ cot2a+ z%
s- ‘-ht(sin2a)2 3Ah2 A Ah*

+ 2Yd2 tan2a Z hl
1

Asha

au =YL2+2LT
SF=t AE~2

(B4)

l%entith d= land t=O, .5sin the caee of equations.(1) @
(2), equations (B4) are solved for T and Y. In the notation of the

influence coefficients T = ~~ and Y=~~.
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In ortierto obtain the influence coefficients corresponding,to a
unit rotation and zero vertical dis@acement, equations (B4) are solved.

. .
1

a =Oenat=l. In the ~otatic)n of the influence coefficients
:

T =“%%~fi @ y=y~~= ~~~. The values of the influence coeffi-.
cients are given in equations (9).

AT’EENDIXC

C_CI!!WJI’ FCiRTORS1ON

.

OF BEAMEEWIENT

wI13iVARIA3LE MOMENT-OF INERTIA

.

For the intersper members #a this analysis, the wallthicknees of

a crose section is constant,
.!

ds is replacedby Px and A by ~; .

Px and & are the yeyimster and area of a croes section, respectively,

at a distance x forwar& of the rear syer, for x less than 20 inche8.
In the notation of fig’ue 20,

Px = 4(0.Lx -I-8)

}

(cl)

Ax = 48(1 + 0.07x)

For x greater than 2tlinches, ~ain in the notation of figure 20, the
perimeter and area of a cross section of the member are given by

Pi = 2(2y + 12)

1

(C2)

At = 24y

Conf3equently,eqwtion (12) becomes —.

(C3) -“

.
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The nmnerical valne obtained is

rt = 1. U286X x 10s in.–lb/radian

FRGNI%31MR

Figure 21 showe a sketch

AHENDIX D

INtFiUllZlK2ECCEFT’ICIENTS

of the curved sheet and the flemgea of the
WShape Yront spar, which carry the part PI of the total vertical load
P, smd the en~ momnt T. If fg represents the shear stre es and fb
the bending st~ess, the st~ain energy stored in the curved sheet is -

n *2 n.

(Dl)

the integration bei~ pez%orme~ over the
tition of figure 21,

entire vol~. Ort in the no-

T

where
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~

Q=$+
[

r2t cos e d6’ Ah
=~+rztsinq (D2)

‘a

M =T+PIX

It will be noted that the flanges carry an additional normal stress .
due to W~ner beam action. To calculate the st~’ainenergg stored in *
Wagner beam a yroceiure similar to that given in appendix B is used, The , ,

strain energy in the web is .

uwe~= ~ f f% d.. = 2(P – Pl)‘L

Eht(sin 2a)d
v

The total strain ener~ stored in the flanges is

‘flanges =klf (ft+ft.Y’-
0

(D3)

(D4)

wh6re ft is the normal stress In the tension flange due to Wagner beam

action, %= the nurmal stress in the tension flenge due to bending re-

sultlng from (T + Plx) of figure 21, and fc and fcl have corre-
sponding meanings for the conpression fl-e. From the discussion in
appendix B it follows that

.

.
L.
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m

.

.

.

.

P - PI

( )

~-.co~a.
ft.—r— ~.——_

2

P -PI ‘x
fc=– ————

(

cot G
--I——

A h 2 ) 1“(D5)

SubstAtuti~ these values in equation (D4) and integ~satingyields

(M)

1

Tim strain energg stored. in the uprights of the W~er beam is .

(p-pL)2a2 L-hltan=g .
‘uprights =

2Eh2As
(D7)

The total vertical d.replacement d end rotation t at the free
eniLresulting from T s32d P are found from

●
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w
tcta?.d..——.————
*=

w
-k

toted

= %ir-- ‘

au
curved sheet.-—.—

&

aucurved sheet.!— — —
a

However! it will be noted that the expression for Utiw contains P1,

tke undetermined part of the total vertical load taken by the curved
skeet. By Cast@ liano’e second theorem

.

.

.

.
-.

P

When PI is determined from equation (E9) ahd the result substituted In
the expression for Utotil, equations (D8) yield, d ma t. Then ~

ceeti~ as in appendix B and substltuti~ the numerical constants for
___

the element under consideration yield

13,767.55 lb/in.

-165,210,65 in.-lb/in.

4,378,361.09 in.-lb/radian

-413,305.439 in.-lb/radian

i
I.-..—

.. 1
1

.,

.

*
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The nmxmical constants used to obtain tie06 resuits azz:

L = 24 in.

h = 7.6”in

X hl = 3% in.

t = 0.020 in.

d =k in. ‘

a= ’30°

As = 0.06 sq in.

A = 0.12 sq in.

r =4fn.

11 = 3.4762 in.4

E = 10.5 x 106 Psi

29

G= 3.,9 x 106 psi

.“

,—

,,,

1

..

.
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TAmE I.- REAR-SPAR INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS

She~resiatarA
Influence coefficients

Wegner
web beam

.— ———
Elemmt l-3a

n
x~~, Y@3 7,670.833 2,172.291

T~yl, y~tl, T~l, y~ts -92,050.000 -26,067.488

T~tl> T~t3 ~,472,~0 653,009.833

T~t~, TGtl 736,~0.000 -27,390.169

T~3, Y:t=, y=tl, T~Yi
n

92,050.000 26,067.488

~~1, ~za -7,670.833 -2,172.291

Element 5-7

Y~5 61,366.66 6,135.871~

n
T~5) ysts> %5 -368,200.000 -36,815.231

T~t5 2,945,600 90~,29L.383

Y> s -61,366.66 -6,135.8718

T~t5 1,472,800 -459,508.615

-
Y~t5 368,200 -36,815.231 ~

a?i’orelement- -3-5 the influence coeffkients are
identical with the corresponding ones given for-element 1-3.

-.
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.

shear-resistant
.Mluence coefficients well I

Wagner
ham

. .—-— —-

T;t4, T“:t2

- n

Y4y~,Y#4
——

62,066.2fi I 13,767.5543

-744,794.531 165,210.6517
./ I

XL,916,7U.50 4,378,361.087,,
L

3,953>356.25 s-413,303.439

744,794.531 16!5,210. 6X. .

-62,066.2’= I :–13,7k7.5543-

.’ Element 6-8, : :
,,

496,529.69r~= “. . . : 41j,561’. ~mg
. . .

‘&6, Y;te, &b, -2,97~,178.12 ~2h9,369.13.4,:,.,.,
I

Z& 23,833,425 .- 6,287,872.293

T:tG ‘ , 11,916,712,:5 -3,295,442.925

G% , -k96, 529;@ -41,561.5189

-..
Yate’ : 2,9?$,178.12 249,369.114
—— ..

%’or-element M the influence c~ffigients are iden-
tical with the corresponding.ones gtveh”for”element 2-4.

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COLIMITTEEFOR AERONAUTICS
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TABLE III.- INFLUENCl?COEFIUCIl?WTSFOR TEE INTERSPARELEMENTS

~~~~~~ ~oeffic:e~~sl Shear-resis&&mt- Wgner-beam
unit

web assumption assumption

err = ~ff 23,U&io 3k, 319.578 13/in.

Rrf = -Rti = am = -~f ~ 1,128,658.0 1,260,652.5 in.-lb/in.
tif

%f=%?r u,859,809 17,613,632.5 in,lb/mulian

% -..= -“mm 545,600.72 732,132.04 lb/radisa

%3ubscript f refers to front spar; subscript r refers to rear spar.

NATIOIWADVISORY
COMMITTEEFOR AERONAUTICS
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TABLE VI

SOLUTION OF MATRICES FOR THE &S3UhDZf!IONOF SHEAR-4EICSYANT WEBS

Conditton

—..

n2 radians

Y2 inches

tz radians

n4 radians

Y4 inches”

t4 radians

ne radians

ye inches

te radians

t~ radiane

y3 inches

tl radians

yl inches

t= radlem

y5 inches

[ Linear end Angular Displacements times 104]
——.—

(50Gl~ load
at end; both
spars fixed)

,.——

160.24

4619.7

124.65

84.315

1919.4

98.647

14.342

239.49

39.75’1

159.18

3902.3

179,62

8452.1

78.959

547.31.

~ZOO-lb:~oadat (50~~ load
Joint 3; both at end; rear
qars fixed) spar free)

82.702

1720.1

39.849

66.539

792.40

37 ● 092

13*141

111.51

. 18.435

66. !529

2388.0

44.217

3681.2

54,528

401 *39

310,99

3,232.9

136.52

233.83

2,249.1

=0.36

147 ● 57

307.13

49.509

172.51

7,767.3

191.69

12,619

108.13

3,938.3

(5~0-lb
load at
Joint 3;
rear

spar free;

227.89

=25. o

47.401

211.41

1016.2

44.628

147. g

161. III.

25.174

74.191

6Q33.6

51.752

7%.5

68.645

3808.8

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COH;lTTEE FOR AEWINAU’TICS
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NACA TN NO. 1324.
27
JI

.—

Ocnditicn

———

12 radians

?2 inches

t= radians

n4 radians

y4 inches

tb radlsm

‘6 rediens

y~ inches

t~ radians

t~ radians

ys inches

*l radiana

yl inches

~ radians

y~ inches
,—

[Linear and.Angular Displacemmts ti~s 104]
—— i

1 I
( 500--1I)load
at end; both
spars fixed)

0.023305 ~

59731

.015446

.013153

.25218

.OM297

.0033627

.032725

.0050065

.00170180

.75867

.019828

1.1635

.’0081012

.11195
—

{~~b load
; joint; both
qyxrsfixed)

0.013069

.22769

.0048967

.012013

.11187

.00464g6

.0032997

.01G46

.0023852

.0069400

.40506

.0051996

.54267

.0052501

.o$lpl~”!

III
(500-lb load
at end; rear
spar free)

0.036220

.67828

.016833

.025987

.29998

.013664

. OVQ63

.048969

..0061564

.ol@58

.92556

.021238
.

1.5552

.0=183

.42183

(~lb
load at

joint; rear
spar free)

0.025316

.28398

.0059464

.02m16

.14Q94

.GG55411

.015008

.030393

.oo306!%l

.0079426

.64747

.0060373

.89538

.0067089

.40434

NAT101W ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR AEROEAUTICS
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Figure 2.- Front view of wing model end test apparatus.
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Figure 3.- Rear view of wing model end test apparatu6,
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T@ure 6.- Wagner beam element
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Figure 7.-
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8ign oonventlon of foroes, momentu, linear and angular flieplacements.

(All dlreotionm ehown =e positive; upper-oaee letters
repre8ent force.e and moments; lower-name lettern repre-
sent vertioal and angular dinplacementn.)
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Figure 8.- l!Xfeotofa unitrotstion at joint 3 in the t4ireotion. ‘

(Theinfluenoeooeffioientoshownrepresentthe
abBOktO valuee of the forcee and moments exerted

t
u on the structural elemente by the oonetralntm;
t e arrowe indioate the direotione in which they
wt.)
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